8 BENEFITS OF

FEDERATED
DOCUMENT
MANAGEMENT
Federated Document Management (FDM) brings a modern, connected approach
to corporate information management - instead of putting everything in one place,
it provides a simple way to “manage” everything from one place - but leave
content and data in their native systems.
Organizations can achieve that goal with federated document management. FDM
delivers benefits for end-users, IT professionals, and compliance practitioners
alike - below, we list eight (yes, eight) of the most important benefits.
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IMPROVED USER EXPERIENCE
Instant access to consistent content functions directly from the
same screen simultaneously adds rich processing capabilities and
reduces wasted time. Given the tremendous amount of time (and
cost) spent locating files every working day, this benefit is of prime
importance to all organizations.

IMPROVED SECURITY

Information is of critical importance and value to organizations, and
ensuring that information remains secure is always a high priority.
The consolidation of content via the FDM offers an environment in
which security and permissions are applied consistently across the
corporate information landscape.

REDUCED USER TRAINING
Every time you add another application to your business toolkit, you
force your users to learn another system. FDM removes users’ need
to learn and manage multiple user interfaces - it delivers all of the
corporate information through one single, simple user experience.

CLOUD & REMOTE WORKING
FDM offers a single view on all content across the enterprise and
can distribute that view via the cloud - offering organizations a
simple and cost-effective way to cloud-enable their on-premise
information.

SINGLE SOURCE OF THE TRUTH

Even though FDM will not instantly eradicate these multiple document copies
and locations, what FDM can do immediately is show system administrators
exactly where these overlaps occur and provide them with the tools to rectify
the issue. As it removes these overlaps the business will edge ever closer to
the holy grail of a single source of truth.

MOBILE & TABLET ACCESS
A FDM system can offer organizations a way to deliver content and
information to users requiring mobile and tablet access - even if the
underlying legacy systems cannot provide those capabilities.

SINGLE SOURCE OF THE TRUTH
Simple, effective records management (RM) capabilities can be
provided directly from a FDM system - utilizing simple search, and
comprehensive govern-in-place features from one single system

RECORDS MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
Managing eDiscovery requests can significantly disrupt business
operations - using FDM to provide centralized eDiscovery, search,
and legal hold capabilities in a single interface removes this.

For more information visit www.simflofy.com

